2018 HTC Adult Clinics
(Beginning Week of June 4th)
Clinic

Time

Cost

Monday

Ladies A1 Team Practice

8:30 - 10:00AM

$25/Player

Tuesday

Intro Level Clinic

6:00 - 7:00PM

$20/Player

Wednesday

Ladies A2 Team Practice
Ladies 3.0 & Up Clinic
Ladies 4.0 & Up Clinic

8:30 - 10:00AM
6:00 - 7:30PM
6:00 - 7:30PM

$25/Player
$25/Player
$25/Player

Thursday

Cardio Clinic (All Levels)

6:00 - 7:00PM

$20/player

Friday

Ladies B Team Practice

10:00 - 11:30AM

$25/player

Saturday

Cardio Clinic (All Levels)
Cardio Clinic (All Levels)

8:00 - 9:00AM
9:00 - 10:00AM

$20/Player
$20/Player

***CLINIC SPOTS ARE LIMITED***
***REGISTER EACH WEEK BY EMAILING MIKE LOUIS AT HTCTENNISPRO@GMAIL.COM***
DOUBLES CLINICS
Doubles focused clinics. We combine instruction and drills designed to take your doubles game to the next
level, with match play. We plan 45 minutes of doubles concept drills and 45 minutes of match play with
coaching. If you are comfortable with your shot making, these are the clinics for you.
CARDIO TENNIS CLINICS
Get your heart pumping and work up a sweat with drills that’ll get you moving! High energy clinic that
combines cardiovascular activity and everything we love about tennis. Great for all skill levels.
INTRO LEVEL CLINIC
New to the game? Let us teach you the game and skills you need. Each class will review concepts from
the previous week and then introduce a new concept that builds upon the previous skills. Although this
class is designed for the beginner student, it is not uncommon to have students with previous experience
join to refresh their skills.
CLINIC POLICY
Clinics will always be held when members sign up in advance. If only one player is signed up for a specific
clinic the clinic will rum at the clinic rate and will be half the duration. If two people sign up for any clinic the
clinic duration will be one hour at the clinic rate. If no members sign up twenty-four hours in advance
then the clinic will not run.

